Map of the phasing strategy for the Lewis St. corridor

As discussed with the university and EDAC, the project will be implemented in multiple future phases. At the point of the presentation, Phase 1 comprised the majority of the corridor (seen in green above) with a separate phase broken out as it relates to the Science Initiative Building (seen in yellow). The design and construction of these phases is expected to happen in the coming year to two years. Phase 2 is the area of the corridor that coexists with future land acquisition and housing and other building development east of 13th St.
Phase 2 site plan—long term framework

The design of the future pedestrian corridor should remain true to the design principles and guidelines set forth in this document, as recommended by the EDAC. The main pedestrian path and open spaces should connect to the Phase 1 corridor as well as to the new housing development, union development, and should tie into the east west pedestrian corridor at Fraternity Sorority Mall.